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We recorded electroencephalogram (EEG; 6–9 Hz) and heart rate (HR) from infants at 5 and 10 months
of age during baseline and performance on the looking A-not-B task of infant working memory (WM).
Longitudinal baseline-to-task comparisons revealed WM-related increases in EEG power (all electrodes)
and EEG coherence (medial frontal–occipital electrode pairs) at both ages. WM-related decreases in HR
were only present at 5 months, and WM-related increases in EEG coherence became more localized by
10 months. Regression analyses revealed that baseline-to-task changes in psychophysiology accounted
for variability in WM performance at 10 but not 5 months. HR and EEG power (medial frontal and lateral
frontal electrodes) were unique predictors of variability in 10-month WM performance. These findings
are discussed in relation to frontal lobe development and represent the first comprehensive longitudinal
analysis of age-related changes in the behavioral and psychophysiological correlates of WM.
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The frontal cortex is intricately linked to higher order cognitive
processes, such as executive functions (i.e., working memory
[WM], inhibitory control, cognitive flexibility; Kane & Engle,
2002; Osaka et al., 2003). During the first year, there are drastic
changes in frontal lobe maturation: synaptogenesis, dendritic and
axonal growth, myelination, and increases in glucose metabolism
(Chugani, Phelps, & Mazziotta, 1987; Deoni et al., 2011; Hutten-
locher & Dabholkar, 1997; Tsekhmistrenko, Vasil’eva, Shumeiko,
& Vologirov, 2004). Infant researchers have proposed that the
maturation of the frontal cortex and associated neural circuitry
late in the first year underlies the emergence of higher order
cognitive processes (Colombo & Cheatham, 2006; Diamond,
1990). We are particularly interested in how the emergence of WM
during the first year is related to frontal functioning.

WM research has emphasized the role of the prefrontal cortex
within a distributed frontoparietal neural network (e.g., Linden et
al., 2003; Thomas et al., 1999). In the present study, we examined
frontal functioning via measures of brain electrical activity (elec-

troencephalogram [EEG] power), functional connectivity (EEG
coherence), and cardiac activity (heart rate; HR) that were re-
corded during baseline and WM processing (i.e., looking A-not-B
task). Infants were tested at 5 and 10 months because these ages
represent distinct periods in WM development (Cuevas & Bell,
2010; Pelphrey et al., 2004) and in frontal lobe maturation. Thus,
we could directly investigate whether measures of frontal func-
tioning (a) were differentially activated during WM processing
early and late in the first year and (b) were associated with
individual differences in WM early and late in the first year. In the
following paragraphs, we first discuss infant WM tasks (i.e., the
A-not-B and delayed response [DR] tasks), highlighting age-
related changes in WM between 5 and 10 months. Next, we review
the literature on the psychophysiological correlates of the A-not-B
and DR tasks, focusing on infant EEG and HR research. Finally,
we note gaps in the infant WM literature that the present study
addressed.

Infant WM: Behavior

During the A-not-B task, an infant watches as a desirable object
is hidden in one of two possible locations. Then, after a brief delay,
the infant searches for the object. Typically, the object is hidden in
one location (A) until the infant searches correctly, and then the
hiding location is switched (B). The A-not-B error occurs when the
infant reaches toward the incorrect location (A) on reversal trials
(B). The A-not-B task is a variant of the DR task that has been used
with human and nonhuman animals to examine WM (see Pelphrey
& Reznick, 2004, for review). The tasks are methodologically
identical except that the reward hiding location is predetermined—
independent of participant responding—for the DR task, with very
similar age-related changes in performance (humans, Diamond &
Doar, 1989; nonhuman primates, Diamond, 1990).

There are individual differences in WM performance throughout
the first year (Diamond, 1985). Five months is the youngest age
that DR and A-not-B data have been collected. These data provide
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a relative baseline for WM performance—the majority of
5-month-olds perform poorly (e.g., Baird et al., 2002; Cuevas &
Bell, 2010; Reznick, Morrow, Goldman, & Snyder, 2004). Be-
tween 7.5 and 8 months of age, approximately half of infants
succeed on reversal trials (i.e., they do not make the A-not-B
error), with a minimal delay between hiding and searching (Bell &
Fox, 1992; Diamond, 1985). By 10 months, infants exhibit a basic
level of WM performance—the majority of infants are successful
on reversal trials with a minimal delay, and some infants succeed
with longer delays (Cuevas & Bell, 2010; Diamond, 1985; Mat-
thews, Ellis, & Nelson, 1996).

Infant WM: Psychophysiology

Early research on the neural correlates of A-not-B and DR
performance—lesion studies with adult and infant nonhuman pri-
mates—indicated that performance was mediated by the dorsolat-
eral prefrontal cortex (Diamond, 1990; Diamond & Goldman-
Rakic, 1989). Subsequent near-infrared spectroscopy and EEG
research with human infants confirmed the contribution of the
frontal areas to A-not-B performance (Baird et al., 2002; Bell,
2001, 2002, in press; Bell & Fox, 1992, 1997).

EEG

The 6- to 9-Hz frequency band has been used by infant EEG
researchers to investigate both cognitive and emotional processing
(Bell, 2001, in press; Fox, Henderson, Rubin, Calkins, & Schmidt,
2001; Orekhova, Stroganova, & Posikera, 2001). EEG power is a
measure of the excitability of neuronal groups. For both infants
and adults, task-related changes in cortical activation are consid-
ered indicative of cognitive processing (e.g., Bell, 2001; Klimesch,
Doppelmayr, Schimke, & Ripper, 1997; Orekhova et al., 2001).
Infants tested with the looking A-not-B task exhibit task-related
increases in EEG power for all electrodes (Bell, 2001, 2002;
Cuevas & Bell, 2011). By 4.5 years, children exhibit more local-
ized changes in EEG power during WM processing (Bell & Wolfe,
2007).

Colombo and Cheatham (2006) have proposed that integrative
frontal functioning (i.e., frontal coordination of specialized brain
regions, presumably via neural circuitry) provides the foundation
for higher order cognitive processes. EEG power, however, does
not provide information about functional corticocortical connec-
tions during WM processing. EEG coherence is the frequency-
dependent squared cross-correlation between two scalp electrode
sites (range: 0–1) and is a measure of functional connectivity
between two neuronal groups (Thatcher, Walker, & Giudice, 1987;
see Pizzagalli, 2007, for review). If the activity at two electrode
sites is synchronized, then coherence values approach 1, and if
there is no synchronization, then coherence values approach 0.

Previous infant research has measured frontal EEG coherence to
examine potential alterations in frontal functional connectivity
during WM processing. These findings, however, were not as
straightforward as the EEG power findings. Infants exhibited ei-
ther minimal evidence of WM-related changes in frontal coherence
(Bell, 2001; Cuevas & Bell, 2011) or different patterns of WM-
related changes in frontal coherence as a function of performance
and electrode pairing (Bell, in press). Additional research is nec-
essary to determine whether infants exhibit task-related changes in

frontal EEG coherence during WM processing and whether these
findings are consistent throughout the first year.

HR

Peripheral measures, such as HR, have also been used to exam-
ine infant cognition (see Reynolds & Richards, 2008, for review).
The brain modulates HR via activation of the parasympathetic and
sympathetic nervous systems. According to the neurovisceral in-
tegration model, the prefrontal cortex interacts with other cortical
and subcortical areas via direct and indirect pathways to modulate
autonomic activity (see Thayer & Lane, 2009, for review). This
model is supported by pharmacological and neuroimaging evi-
dence of prefrontal–autonomic associations (e.g., Ahern et al.,
2001; Gianaros, Van der Veen, & Jennings, 2004).

In general, HR increases during tasks requiring cognitive pro-
cessing (i.e., information processing and manipulation) and de-
creases when attention is being paid to environmental stimuli
(Lacey & Lacey, 1974). Accordingly, research with children and
adults has revealed task-related increases in HR during cognitively
challenging WM tasks (e.g., Gianaros et al., 2004; Wolfe & Bell,
2004). Two infant studies have examined HR changes during WM
processing (Bell, in press; Cuevas & Bell, 2011), but only one
revealed WM-related changes in HR. The direction of the WM-
related change at 8 months of age varied as a function of WM
performance: High performers exhibited task-related increases in
HR and low performers exhibited task-related decreases in HR
(Bell, in press). Thus, although HR is potentially related to WM
processing, additional research is necessary to further understand
how these measures are related throughout the first year.

Current Study

Integrative frontal functioning is posited to provide the founda-
tion for higher order cognitive processes (Colombo & Cheatham,
2006; Luna & Sweeney, 2004). Although there is separate evi-
dence of frontal maturation (e.g., Chugani et al., 1987; Deoni et al.,
2011) and improvements in WM during the first year (e.g., Cuevas
& Bell, 2010; Diamond, 1985; Matthews et al., 1996), analysis of
age-related changes in frontal functioning during WM processing
is essential to understanding the emergence of integrated frontal
functioning. Thus, in our first set of analyses, we asked whether
measures of frontal functioning (EEG power, EEG coherence, HR)
were differentially activated during WM processing early and late
in the first year. Our sample size ensured sufficient statistical
power to reveal task-related changes (and interactions with age)
for all measures (see Cuevas & Bell, 2011). We hypothesized
task-related increases in EEG power at multiple frontal and non-
frontal electrode sites, with more localized activation at 10 months
(see Bell & Wolfe, 2007). Although children exhibit WM-related
increases in frontal EEG coherence and HR (Bell & Wolfe, 2007;
Wolfe & Bell, 2004), inconsistent findings have emerged during
infancy (Bell, 2001, in press; Cuevas & Bell, 2011).

Our second set of analyses focused on individual differences in
task performance. During childhood, WM capacity is related to
frontal myelination and frontal brain activity (Klingberg, Forss-
berg, & Westerberg, 2002; Nagy, Westerberg, & Klingberg, 2004;
Wolfe & Bell, 2004, 2007). During infancy, Bell (in press) found
that WM-related changes in EEG coherence (medial frontal–
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medial parietal) and HR are unique predictors of 8-month WM
performance. However, EEG power was not measured, and only
one EEG coherence pairing was included in the regression analysis
because of the moderate sample size. It is unknown whether
WM-related measures of EEG and HR are associated with indi-
vidual differences in WM performance for infants younger or older
than 8 months. In the present study, we asked if WM-related
changes in EEG power, EEG coherence, and HR could predict
concurrent WM performance at 5 and 10 months. The present
study is the first study with a sufficient sample size to provide a
comprehensive analysis of the contribution of multiple psycho-
physiological measures in predicting WM performance.

We hypothesized that EEG and HR measures will account for
variability in 10-month WM. Five-month-olds, however, typically
perform near floor levels (Cuevas & Bell, 2010; Reznick et al.,
2004), and there may not be sufficient variability in WM for
psychophysiological variables to predict performance. If the
5-month model is significant, then we predict that psychophysio-
logical measures will account for more variability in WM perfor-
mance at 10 months than at 5 months. Finally, because of the
well-established role of the frontal cortex in WM performance, we
hypothesized that frontal EEG measures will account for a unique
percentage of variance in 10-month WM performance.

Method

Participants

As part of a longitudinal study examining individual differences
in the development of executive functions across early develop-
ment, 410 healthy full-term infants (209 girls, 201 boys; 26 His-
panic, 383 non-Hispanic, one not reported; 315 Caucasian, 56
African American, 32 multiracial, two Asian, one other, four not
reported) were recruited by the two research locations (Blacks-
burg, Virginia, and Greensboro, North Carolina), with each loca-
tion recruiting half of the total sample. For parents who reported
educational information (404 mothers, 392 fathers), 99% of moth-
ers and 97% of fathers graduated from high school (6% and 7%
had a technical degree, 42% and 31% had a bachelor’s degree, and
22% and 24% had a graduate degree, respectively). Mothers and
fathers were, on average, 29 and 32 years old (SD � 6 and 7
years), respectively, when the infants were born. Infants were
recruited via commercial mailing lists, newspaper birth announce-
ments, and word of mouth. All infants were born within 15 days of
their calculated due dates and were healthy at the time of testing.
Infants’ mean ages (in days) were 162 (SD � 8) and 314 (SD �
11) at 5 and 10 months, respectively. Parents were paid for each
laboratory visit.

Data were collected in both research locations using identical
protocols. Research assistants from both locations were trained
together by Martha Ann Bell on protocol administration, as well as
on behavioral and psychophysiological coding. To ensure that
identical protocol administration was maintained between the labs,
the Blacksburg team periodically viewed DVD recordings and
psychophysiology files collected by the Greensboro lab. To ensure
that identical coding criteria were maintained between labs, the
Blacksburg lab provided reliability coding (percentage of trial-by-
trial agreement for 20% of the Greensboro lab’s sample was 96.7%
and 98.5% at 5 and 10 months, respectively) for behavioral data

and verification of artifact screening for psychophysiology data
collected and coded by the Greensboro lab.

Procedure

EEG recording. EEG was recorded during baseline and
during the looking A-not-B task. Recordings were made from 16
left and right scalp sites: frontal pole (Fp1, Fp2), medial frontal
(F3, F4), lateral frontal (F7, F8), central (C3, C4), temporal (T7,
T8), medial parietal (P3, P4), lateral parietal (P7, P8), and occipital
(O1, O2). All electrode sites were referenced to Cz during record-
ing. EEG was recorded using a stretch cap (Electro-Cap, Eaton,
OH) with electrodes in the 10/20 system pattern (Jasper, 1958;
Pizzagalli, 2007). After the cap was placed on the infant’s head,
recommended procedures regarding EEG data collection with in-
fants were followed (Fox, Schmidt, Henderson, & Marshall, 2007;
Pivik et al., 1993). Specifically, a small amount of abrasive was
placed into each recording site and the scalp was gently rubbed.
Afterward, conductive gel was placed in each site. Electrode
impedances were measured and accepted if they were below 10K
ohms.

The electrical activity from each lead was amplified using
separate SA Instrumentation Bioamps (San Diego, CA) and band-
passed from 0.1 to 100 Hz. Activity for each lead was displayed on
the monitor of an acquisition computer. The EEG signal was
digitized online at 512 samples per second for each channel so that
the data were not affected by aliasing. The acquisition software
was Snapshot-Snapstream (2003) and the raw data were stored for
later analyses.

EEG analysis. EEG data were examined and analyzed using
EEG Analysis System software developed by the James Long
Company (Long, 2011a). First, the data were rereferenced via
software to an average reference configuration (Lehmann, 1987).
Average referencing, in effect, weighted all the electrode sites
equally and eliminated the need for a noncephalic reference. Ac-
tive (F3, F4, etc.) to reference (Cz) electrode distances vary across
the scalp. Without the rereferencing, power values at each active
site may reflect interelectrode distance as much as they reflect
electrical potential. The average reference configuration requires
that a sufficient number of electrodes be sampled and that these
electrodes be evenly distributed across the scalp. Currently, there
is no agreement concerning the appropriate number of electrodes
(Davidson, Jackson, & Larson, 2000; Hagemann, Naumann, &
Thayer, 2001; Luck, 2005), although the 10/20 configuration that
we used does satisfy the requirement of even scalp distribution.

The rereferenced EEG data were artifact scored for eyeblinks
using Fp1 and Fp2 (Myslobodsky et al., 1989) and for gross motor
movements; these artifact-scored epochs were eliminated from all
subsequent analyses. The data then were analyzed with a discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) using a Hanning window of 1-s width and
50% overlap. Power was computed for the 6- to 9-Hz frequency
band. The power was expressed as mean square microvolts and the
data were transformed using the natural log (ln) to normalize the
distribution. Coherence between medial frontal and all other elec-
trode sites within each hemisphere was computed for the 6- to
9-Hz band using an algorithm by Saltzberg, Burton, Burch,
Fletcher, and Michaels (1986). We chose to only examine medial
frontal pairings because of the well-established role of the frontal
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cortex during the A-not-B task and to limit the potential number of
electrode pairings for statistical analysis.

HR recording. HR also was measured during baseline and
the looking A-not-B task from two neonatal disposable electrodes
using modified lead II (right collarbone and lower left rib; Stern,
Ray, & Quigley, 2001), grounded at the scalp near electrode site
Fz. The cardiac electrical activity was amplified using a SA
Instrumentation Bioamp, and the QRS complex was displayed on
the acquisition computer monitor along with the EEG data. The
cardiac signal was digitized at 512 samples per second. The
acquisition software was Snapshot-Snapstream (2003) and the raw
data were stored for later analyses.

HR analysis. Heart data were examined and analyzed using
IBI Analysis System software developed by the James Long Com-
pany (Long, 2011b). First, R waves were detected and movement
artifact, designated by the absence of at least three consecutive R
waves, was scored. These artifact-scored epochs were eliminated
from all cardiac calculations. HR was calculated as beats per
minute.

Data available for analysis. To be included in our final
sample, infants had to provide behavioral and psychophysiological
data at either 5 or 10 months. At 5 months, 403 infants visited the
laboratory: Behavioral data were available for 400 infants (i.e.,
losses due to video-recording error and fussiness), EEG and HR
electrodes were accepted by 397 infants, and psychophysiological
data were available for 379 infants (i.e., of these 18 sets of lost
data, 12 were due to low-quality physiological recordings and six
were due to equipment failure). The psychophysiological data
were screened for motor artifacts, and 313 five-month-olds had
sufficient artifact-free EEG (�10 DFTs) and HR (�10 s) data
(baseline and task) for subsequent analyses.

At 10 months, 365 infants returned to the lab (i.e., 22 parents
were busy or declined to participate; 12 families could not be
located; nine families moved out of the local area; two infants were
12 months old at the time of their visit). Behavioral data were
available for 364 infants (i.e., loss due to fussiness), EEG and HR
electrodes were accepted by 363 infants, and psychophysiological
data were available for 353 infants (i.e., of these 10 sets of lost
data, seven were due to low-quality physiological recordings, two
were due to equipment failure, and one was experimenter error).
Thus, at 10 months, 306 infants had sufficient artifact-free EEG
and HR data (baseline and task) for subsequent analyses.

Baseline. Baseline EEG and HR were recorded for 1 min
while the infant sat on the mother’s lap. During the baseline
recording, a research assistant manipulated a toy containing
brightly colored balls on top of the testing table, 1.1 m in front of
the infant. This procedure quieted the infant and yielded minimal
eye movements and gross motor movements. Mothers were in-
structed not to talk to infants during the EEG and HR recording.
Immediately after baseline measures were taken, the recording of
EEG and HR continued as the A-not-B task was administered.

Looking A-not-B task. Much like the reaching version of the
infant A-not-B task (Diamond, 1985; Diamond, Prevor, Callender,
& Druin, 1997), the looking version requires the infant to con-
stantly update memory of where the toy was hidden through a
series of displacements and to inhibit looking back toward a
previously rewarded hiding place (Bell & Adams, 1999). Thus, the
infant searched for a hidden toy by making an eye movement to

one of two possible hiding locations (e.g., Bell, 2002; Bell &
Adams, 1999; Matthews et al., 1996; Pelphrey et al., 2004).

The testing apparatus for the looking task was a table measuring
90 cm (length) � 60 cm (width) � 75 cm (height), and the hiding
sites were brightly colored plastic tubs measuring approximately
15 cm in diameter and 12 cm deep. The infant sat on the parent’s
lap 1.1 m from the edge of the testing table as the experimenter
manipulated a noise-making toy, placed it on the table, and then
simultaneously placed two (17.5 cm on either side of midline)
bright orange or blue plastic tubs on the table (Diamond, Crut-
tenden, & Neiderman, 1994). One tub covered the toy, and the
other covered the alternative hiding site.

The looking procedure is detailed in Bell and Adams (1999).
After the toy was hidden, the infant’s gaze to the hiding site was
broken and brought to the experimenter’s face at midline by the
experimenter calling the infant’s name and asking, “Where’s the
toy?” The direction of the infant’s first eye movement after being
brought to midline was scored as either correct or incorrect. A
video camera was placed behind and above the experimenter’s
head and focused so as to maintain a close-up view of the infant’s
face.

To begin, each infant was required to successfully make an eye
movement toward a single tub completely covering the hidden toy
to be declared competent at participating in the task. This criterion
was met by all 10-month-olds and 139 five-month-olds. Noise-
making toys were used to maintain the infant’s attention to the task
during the hidings. Because infants were not allowed to manipulate
the toys themselves, the experience they received from viewing the
toy had to provide the impetus to continue to search for the toy.
(Noise-making toys were silent when they were hidden.) Infants
were rewarded for a correct eye movement with praise and clap-
ping from the experimenter. After an incorrect eye movement, the
experimenter sighed; blandly told the infant, “It’s over here”; and
showed the toy to the infant.

After the infant successfully looked for the hidden toy with one
tub, the standard A-not-B procedure began. Our procedure was
modeled after the standard two-location task commonly used in the
developmental psychology literature: that is, identical covers and
backgrounds, two hiding locations horizontally oriented, and the
object hidden in the same location on all A trials and then hidden
at the other location for the B trials (Marcovitch & Zelazo, 1999;
Wellman, Cross, & Bartsch, 1986).

Initial side of hiding was counterbalanced among infants and the
pattern of toy placement was determined by the infant’s perfor-
mance. Two consecutive successful eye movements toward the
same side (e.g., toward the infant’s right) resulted in the toy then
being hidden under the tub on the opposite side (toward the
infant’s left; i.e., right–right–left). Regardless of whether the infant
was successful on the reversal trial, new same-side trials com-
menced at the reversal site and continued until two consecutive
successful eye movements were executed, initiating another rever-
sal (i.e., left–left–right). Thus, flawless performance by an infant
would result in this pattern of trials: right–right–left–left–left–
right, and so on. In reality, most infants were not flawless in
performance and needed multiple same-side trials to achieve two
consecutive successful eye movements prior to reversal trials.

Infants who made an eye movement toward the correct tub on
reversal trials in two out of three attempts were then tested with a
delay. The delay was initiated during the time the infant’s gaze to
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the hiding site was broken and brought to the experimenter’s face
at midline. In the delay condition, the experimenter called the
infant’s name; counted out the delay period; and then asked,
“Where’s the toy?” Subsequent delays were initiated until the
infant looked at the incorrect tub in two out of three reversal trials
at any given delay. Delay was incremented in 2-s intervals. In
reality, even during the no-delay trials at the beginning of the
assessment, the infants experienced a brief delay as their gaze to
the tub was broken and brought to midline. This brief delay was
unavoidable because of the necessity of breaking the infant’s gaze
so that the direction of their first eye movement could be deter-
mined. Assessment terminated when the infant made an eye move-
ment toward the incorrect tub in two out of three reversal trials.

A research assistant coded each infant’s performance from a
videotape or DVD of the laboratory session, and a second inde-
pendent coder provided reliability coding for 19% and 24% of
infants included in the final sample at 5 and 10 months, respec-
tively. The percentage of trials in which the two coders agreed was
92.9% (5 months) and 98.3% (10 months). An event marker was
used during electrophysiological recordings to indicate which por-
tions of the electrophysiological record were associated with the
most cognitively demanding sections of the looking task. The
task-related EEG and HR used in data analyses were those asso-
ciated with the use of WM (Bell, 2001, 2002). The task-related
EEG and HR started with the covering of the hiding site(s) with the
tubs, continued through the distraction and delay periods, and
stopped when the experimenter lifted a tub prior to giving the
infant appropriate verbal feedback. Thus, electrophysiological data
not included in the analyses were those recorded when the exper-
imenter was (a) manipulating the toy prior to hiding it and (b)
giving appropriate feedback to the infant after the infant’s eye
movement to one of the hiding sites. The artifact-free EEG and HR
data from all trials, correct and incorrect, were used in the analy-
ses. The average number of trials (combining nonreversal and
reversal trials) from which electrophysiological data were col-
lected was 5.18 (SD � 2.87) and 12.60 (SD � 3.92) per infant at
5 and 10 months, respectively.

Results

Longitudinal WM Processing Analyses: Behavior

We analyzed infants’ performance on nonreversal and reversal
trials by calculating the proportion of correct responses for each
trial type (e.g., Bell & Adams, 1999; Cuevas & Bell, 2010;
Hofstadter & Reznick, 1996). For nonreversal trials, a repeated-
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant
main effect for age, F(1, 110) � 14.51, p � .001, �p

2 � .12, such
that performance on nonreversal trials was higher at 10 months
(M � .69, SD � .19) than at 5 months (M � .58, SD � .22).1

Infants were presented with reversal trials only after correctly
searching on two consecutive nonreversal trials. This criterion was
met by 52 (37%) and 292 (95%) infants at 5 and 10 months,
respectively; 42 infants had reversal data at both ages. For reversal
trials (at 5 months, M � .27, SD � .39; at 10 months, M � .33,
SD � .36), a repeated-measures ANOVA failed to reveal a sig-
nificant main effect for age, F(1, 41) � 0.75, p � .392. Separate
repeated-measures ANOVAs compared performance on reversal
and nonreversal trials at 5 and 10 months, F(1, 51) � 50.65, p �

.001, �p
2 � .50, and F(1, 291) � 173.74, p � .001, �p

2 � .37,
respectively. At both ages, performance was higher on nonreversal
trials (at 5 months, M � .75, SD � .18; at 10 months, M � .68,
SD � .19) compared with reversal trials (at 5 months, M � .27,
SD � .40; at 10 months, M � .41, SD � .36).

Finally, we combined performance across trial types to provide
a comprehensive measure of WM performance that maximizes the
amount of available data. (For this reason, total performance was
also the measure of interest in subsequent regression analyses.)
The total proportion of correct responses was determined by sum-
ming the number of correct responses on nonreversal and reversal
trials and then dividing by the total number of trials. A repeated-
measures ANOVA of total proportion of correct responses re-
vealed a significant main effect for age, F(1, 110) � 14.72, p �
.001, �p

2 � .12. Total performance was higher at 10 months (M �
.64, SD � .17) than at 5 months (M � .54, SD � .18).

Longitudinal WM Processing Analyses:
Psychophysiology

Statistical analysis. Our first set of psychophysiological
analyses consisted of repeated-measures multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVAs) with region, hemisphere, age, and condi-
tion as within-subjects factors. Of major interest were main effects
and interactions involving age (development) and condition (base-
line vs. WM processing) factors. Region was of interest for all
power and coherence analyses, as our EEG hypotheses were fo-
cused on specific scalp locations.

EEG power. A repeated-measures MANOVA was com-
pleted on the ln 6- to 9-Hz EEG power values. The within-subjects
factors were age (i.e., 5 or 10 months), condition (i.e., baseline or
task), region (i.e., frontal pole, medial frontal, lateral frontal,
temporal, lateral parietal, medial parietal, or occipital), and hemi-
sphere (i.e., left or right). For this overall MANOVA, there were
main effects for age, F(1, 99) � 165.98, p � .001, �p

2 � .63;
condition, F(1, 99) � 73.11, p � .001, �p

2 � .43; region, F(6,
94) � 247.13, p � .001, �p

2 � .94; and hemisphere, F(1, 99) �
6.06, p � .016, �p

2 � .06. There were also interactions of Age �
Region, F(6, 94) � 16.72, p � .001, �p

2 � .52; Condition �
Region, F(6, 94) � 7.17, p � .001, �p

2 � .31; Region � Hemi-
sphere, F(6, 94) � 5.13, p � .001, �p

2 � .25; and Age � Region �
Hemisphere, F(6, 94) � 3.13, p � .008, �p

2 � .17.
Post hoc analyses, paired t tests (p � .05), were completed to

examine the Condition � Region interaction and thus determine
whether task-related increases in EEG power would occur at
numerous anterior and posterior scalp locations. As can be seen in
Figure 1, there were task-related increases in power at all electrode
sites. Furthermore, post hoc analyses (p � .05) confirmed that
there were age-related increases in power at all electrode sites (see
Figure 1).

EEG coherence. A repeated-measures MANOVA was com-
pleted on the 6- to 9-Hz EEG coherence values. The within-
subjects factors were age, condition, regional electrode pair (i.e.,
frontal pole–medial frontal, medial frontal–lateral frontal, medial
frontal–temporal, medial frontal–medial parietal, medial frontal–

1 To account for the possible influence of skew, we confirmed all
behavioral analyses with nonparameteric analyses (i.e., Friedman’s two-
way ANOVA for related samples).
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lateral parietal, or medial frontal–occipital), and hemisphere. For
this overall MANOVA, there were main effects for age, F(1, 99) �
20.03, p � .001, �p

2 � .17; condition, F(1, 99) � 13.22, p � .001,
�p

2 � .12; and regional pair, F(5, 95) � 409.73, p � .001, �p
2 �

.96. There were also interactions of Age � Condition, F(1, 99) �
5.26, p � .024, �p

2 � .05; Age � Regional Pair, F(5, 95) � 7.82,
p � .001, �p

2 � .29; Regional Pair � Hemisphere, F(5, 95) � 6.13,
p � .001, �p

2 � .24; and Age � Regional Pair � Hemisphere, F(5,
95) � 3.44, p � .007, �p

2 � .15. The main effects and interactions
involving age and condition were superseded by an Age � Con-
dition � Regional Pair interaction, F(5, 95) � 4.03, p � .002,
�p

2 � .18.
To examine the Age � Condition � Regional Pair interaction,

we performed separate MANOVAs (with within-subjects factors
of age and condition) on the coherence values for each regional
pair. Because there were no significant interactions involving both
condition (our primary variable of interest) and hemisphere, we
averaged regional pair coherence data across hemispheres to limit
the number of statistical comparisons. The results of the regional
pair MANOVAs are displayed in Table 1. Only main effects and
interactions involving age and condition are highlighted. As can be
seen in Figure 2, there were age-related increases in coherence
values for all electrode pairs (�p

2s � .06–.18). In addition, there
was a main effect for condition (�p

2s � .06–.15) for frontal
pole–medial frontal, medial frontal–temporal, and medial frontal–
occipital electrode pairs; coherence values were higher during task
than during baseline (see Figure 2).

There was an Age � Condition interaction (�p
2s � .05–.09) for

the frontal pole–medial frontal and medial frontal–temporal elec-
trode pairs. Post hoc analyses (ps � .05) revealed that infants
exhibited task-related increases in coherence for both electrode
pairs at 5 but not 10 months of age (see Figure 2).

HR. A repeated-measures MANOVA (with within-subjects
factors of age and condition) for HR revealed a main effect for age,
F(1, 110) � 134.86, p � .001, �p

2 � .55, and an Age � Condition
interaction, F(1, 110) � 7.46, p � .007, �p

2 � .06. HR was higher

Figure 1. Electroencephalogram natural log (ln) power values at 6–9 Hz for baseline and working memory
tasks at 5 and 10 months. Fp1/Fp2 � frontal pole; F3/F4 � medial frontal; F7/F8 � lateral frontal; T7/T8 �
temporal; P3/P4 � medial parietal; P7/P8 � lateral parietal; O1/O2 � occipital. Error bars represent standard
errors.

Table 1
Cognitive Processing Analysis of Electroencephalogram
Coherence: Summary of Multivariate Analyses F Values for
Baseline and Task Activation Comparisons

Electrode pair df Age Condition Age � Condition

Fp1-F3/Fp2-F4 1, 110 6.93�� 6.49� 6.14�

F3-F7/F4-F8 1, 109 6.36�

F3-T7/F4-T8 1, 109 6.36� 19.59��� 10.22��

F3-P3/F4-P4 1, 107 21.06���

F3-P7/F4-P8 1, 106 23.23���

F3-O1/F4-O2 1, 106 22.29��� 14.21���

Note. Fp1/Fp2 � frontal pole; F3/F4 � medial frontal; F7/F8 � lateral
frontal; T7/T8 � temporal; P3/P4 � medial parietal; P7/P8 � lateral
parietal; O1/O2 � occipital. Only significant F values are reported in the
table.
� p � .05. �� p � .01. ��� p � .001.
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at 5 months (baseline M � 135.94, SE � 0.94; task M � 134.38,
SE � 0.93) than at 10 months (baseline M � 124.60, SE � 0.89;
task M � 125.05, SE � 0.85). Post hoc analyses (p � .05)
revealed that at 5 months, infants exhibit WM-related decreases in
HR, but at 10 months, there were no WM-related changes in HR.

Regression Analyses

Our psychophysiological MANOVAs revealed a main effect of
condition for the majority of psychophysiological measures. Ac-
cordingly, baseline-to-task change scores were calculated for each
psychophysiological measure by subtracting the baseline value
from the task value (i.e., task � baseline). EEG power and coher-
ence change scores were then averaged across hemispheres be-
cause there were no significant Condition � Hemisphere interac-
tions. Thus, our final set of analyses involved the entry of EEG and
HR baseline-to-task change scores as independent variables in
multiple regression analyses predicting A-not-B performance (to-
tal proportion of correct responses)2 at 5 and 10 months.3

Five months: Psychophysiology predicting WM perfor-
mance. A multiple regression analysis revealed that EEG
power, EEG coherence, and HR baseline-to-task change scores did
not account for significant variance in concurrent WM perfor-
mance, F(14, 131) � 1.19, p � .293.

Ten months: Psychophysiology predicting WM perfor-
mance. The results from a multiple regression analysis are
displayed in Table 2. EEG power, EEG coherence, and HR
baseline-to-task change scores accounted for 11% of the variance

in 10-month WM performance. An examination of the regression
weights revealed that task-related changes in medial frontal and
lateral frontal EEG power and HR accounted for unique variance
in 10-month WM (see Table 2).

Discussion

We used a longitudinal design to investigate the psychophysiolog-
ical correlates (i.e., EEG power, EEG coherence, HR) of infant WM
processing at 5 and 10 months of age. Analyses yielded valuable
information regarding possible age-related changes in the psycho-
physiological correlates of WM. Regression analyses revealed that
WM-related changes in psychophysiology accounted for variability in
10-month, but not 5-month, WM performance. These data provide a
unique contribution to the infant WM literature; this is the first

2 Regression analyses reveal the same pattern of findings if ordinal scale
scores (e.g., Bell & Fox, 1992; Cuevas & Bell, 2010), which vary as a
function of delay, are used as the dependent measure of performance at 5
months, F(14, 131) � 1.28, p � .251, and 10 months, F(14, 289) � 3.13,
p � .001. At 10 months, baseline-to-task changes in frontal pole, medial
frontal, and lateral frontal EEG power and HR accounted for 14% of the
variance in ordinal scale scores.

3 A longitudinal regression analysis of 5-month psychophysiology pre-
dicting 10-month WM performance was not significant, F(14, 108) � 1.09,
p � .373. However, interpretation of this analysis is difficult because (a) 5-
and 10-month WM performances are not correlated and (b) 5-month
psychophysiology does not predict 5-month WM performance.

Figure 2. Electroencephalogram (EEG) coherence values at 6–9 Hz for baseline and working memory tasks
at 5 and 10 months. Fp1/Fp2 � frontal pole; F3/F4 � medial frontal; F7/F8 � lateral frontal; T7/T8 � temporal;
P3/P4 � medial parietal; P7/P8 � lateral parietal; O1/O2 � occipital. Error bars represent standard errors.
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analysis of age-related changes in the psychophysiological measures
that account for variability in concurrent WM performance.

WM Processing

The A-not-B task requires infants to constantly update their
memory of where a desirable object was hidden through a series of
displacements and to inhibit looking back toward a previously
rewarded hiding place (Bell & Adams, 1999). We found that
infants exhibited substantial improvements in WM between 5 and
10 months of age. These findings are consistent with previous
longitudinal research (Cuevas & Bell, 2010; Diamond, 1985; Mat-
thews et al., 1996) and confirm that the two ages selected for the
present study represent considerably different levels of WM. Al-
though the same guidelines were used for task administration at both
ages, the extremely low levels of 5-month performance resulted in
two related but different types of WM data. Overall, 5-month data
represent WM during nonreversal trials, and 10-month data represent
WM (and inhibitory processes) during reversal and nonreversal tri-
als—most similar to the traditional A-not-B task. Thus, although WM
processes are recruited during both reversal and nonreversal trials of
the incremental-delay A-not-B task, additional inhibitory processes
are likely recruited during reversal trials.

Between 5 and 10 months, infants exhibited age-related increases
in EEG power and coherence as well as age-related decreases in HR.
Similar developmental trends have been noted in other samples (e.g.,
Bar-Haim, Marshall, & Fox, 2000; Bell, 1998; Cuevas & Bell, 2011).
In fact, age-related changes in baseline EEG are considered reflective
of brain maturation (i.e., scalp electrical activity related to cortical
activity; for reviews, see Bell, 1998; Bell & Fox, 1994).

Our EEG power findings replicated previous research (Cuevas
& Bell, 2011); infants exhibited WM-related increases in EEG
power (all electrodes) at both 5 and 10 months. At first glance,

evidence of similar EEG power patterns at both 5 and 10 months
might be considered counterintuitive: How can infants exhibit
substantial improvements in WM performance but exhibit the
same patterns of task-related change in EEG power? The WM task
used in the present study, however, was a dynamic task (e.g.,
increasing delays between hiding and responding) that was de-
signed to challenge infants’ WM skills regardless of individual
differences in WM. In absolute terms, the WM task was more
difficult (i.e., more reversal trials and longer delays) at 10 months
than at 5 months. However, in relative terms, the task may have
been equally taxing of infants’ WM processing at each age because
the task was designed to capture infants’ optimal performance at
each age. Thus, on further consideration, evidence that infants
between 5 and 10 months exhibit what appear to be the same
patterns of change in EEG power when WM demands were
equally taxed is not counterintuitive.

For EEG coherence, infants exhibited task-related increases for
frontal pole–medial frontal, medial frontal–temporal, and medial
frontal–occipital electrode pairs at 5 months; by 10 months, task-
related increases were only present for medial frontal–occipital
electrode pairs. We interpret these findings to potentially represent
(a) evidence of frontoposterior functional connectivity, which is
essential to the development of executive abilities (Luna &
Sweeney, 2004), and (b) increasing specificity in functional con-
nectivity during WM processing at 10 months. During the first
year, rapid changes in axonal myelination contribute to more
efficient neural communication (see Richards, 2010, for re-
view). Initial evidence of localized task-related changes in
scalp-recorded EEG coherence at 10 months may reflect the
cortex becoming more organized and more efficient (Thatcher,
1994). Likewise, visual attention research using cortical source
localization has noted that infants exhibit more localized frontal

Table 2
Results of Regression Analysis Predicting 10-Month Working Memory Performance From
10-Month Psychophysiology

Psychophysiological measure R R2 F � t sr sr2

EEG power (baseline-to-task change) .33 .11 2.47��

Fp1/Fp2 .14 1.85 .10
F3/F4 .25 2.33� .13 .02
F7/F8 �.28 �3.28��� �.19 .03
T7/T8 .02 0.25 .01
P3/P4 .00 �0.04 .00
P7/P8 .01 0.06 .00
O1/O2 �.11 �1.46 �.08

EEG coherence (baseline-to-task change)
Fp1-F3/Fp2-F4 .03 0.41 .02
F3-F7/F4-F8 �.02 �0.27 �.02
F3-T7/F4-T8 .02 0.41 .02
F3-P3/F4-P4 �.09 �1.22 �.07
F3-P7/F4-P8 .01 0.17 .01
F3-O1/F4-O2 �.01 �0.10 �.01

ECG (baseline-to-task change)
Heart rate .27 4.29��� .24 .06

Note. The dependent variable was the total proportion correct at 10 months. Only sr2 values greater than or
equal to .01 are reported. EEG � electroencephalogram; ECG � electrocardiogram; Fp1/Fp2 � frontal pole;
F3/F4 � medial frontal; F7/F8 � lateral frontal; T7/T8 � temporal; P3/P4 � medial parietal; P7/P8 � lateral
parietal; O1/O2 � occipital. n � 290.
� p � .05. �� p � .01. ��� p � .001.
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sources between 4.5 and 7 months of age (Reynolds, Courage,
& Richards, 2010).

In the present study, infants exhibited WM-related decreases in
HR at 5 months—the same pattern noted for attention research
with young infants (see Reynolds & Richards, 2008, for review)—
and no WM-related changes in HR at 10 months. WM-related
increases in HR have been found for 8-month-olds with high WM
performance, children, and adults (Bell, in press; Gianaros et al.,
2004; Wolfe & Bell, 2004). The pattern of HR change at 5 months
is consistent with 8-month-olds with low WM performance (Bell,
in press). Together, these findings suggest that the direction of HR
change during WM processing may be indicative of frontal func-
tional development and thus WM processing. Perhaps our
MANOVA analysis failed to reveal task-related changes in 10-
month HR because these findings were not analyzed in relation to
individual differences in WM performance. Accordingly, our re-
gression analysis indicated differential changes in HR as a function
of 10-month performance.

In sum, we found task-related increases in EEG power and
coherence at 5 and 10 months as well as task-related decreases in
HR at 5 months. These findings confirm that by 5 months, infants
exhibit changes in psychophysiology during WM processing. WM
research has found that by 4.5 years, children exhibit localized, as
compared with widespread, task-related changes in EEG power
(medial frontal) and coherence (medial frontal–lateral parietal and
medial frontal–occipital pairs; Bell & Wolfe, 2007). In the present
study, WM-related changes in EEG power remained global (i.e.,
all electrodes) and WM-related changed in EEG coherence became
more localized by 10 months.

Predicting Variability in WM

Previous WM research has found that infants exhibit different
patterns of baseline and task psychophysiology when categorized
as high and low performers (Bell, 2001, in press; Bell & Fox,
1992). Our study is the first examination of whether task-related
changes in multiple psychophysiological measures predict concur-
rent WM performance at 5 and 10 months of age. Although WM
processing analyses indicated that infants exhibited similar pat-
terns of task-related changes in EEG power at 5 and 10 months,
regression analyses revealed that psychophysiological measures
accounted for significant variability in WM performance only at
10 months. We attribute the failure to predict 5-month WM per-
formance from concurrent psychophysiological measures to two
intricately linked factors: the maturation of the frontal lobe and
low levels of WM performance. There is greater variability in WM
performance and substantial maturation of the frontal lobe at 8
(Bell, in press) and 10 months (current study) when psychophys-
iological measures account for variability in WM performance.

Task-related changes in psychophysiology accounted for 11%
of the variance in 10-month WM performance. Higher WM per-
formance was associated with greater task-related increases in
medial frontal power and HR as well as smaller task-related
increases in lateral frontal power. Our frontal EEG findings are
consistent with functional magnetic resonance imaging evidence
that children’s WM capacity is related to frontal brain activity
(Klingberg et al., 2002). Furthermore, our EEG findings might be
related to future localization of cortical activity during WM pro-
cessing (see Bell & Wolfe, 2007); as the frontal cortex develops,

high-WM infants may exhibit more activation at medial frontal
electrodes and less activation at lateral frontal electrodes. Accord-
ingly, these findings provide initial evidence that individual dif-
ferences in localization of task-related changes in EEG power may
be associated with individual differences in infant WM. Our find-
ings support our frontal EEG hypothesis and reveal that EEG and
HR measures provide unique information about variability in
10-month WM performance.

Previous research has indicated that HR is a unique predictor of
8-month WM performance, such that high performers exhibited
task-related increases in HR and low performers exhibited task-
related decreases in HR (Bell, in press). Our HR data verify that
this association is also present at 10 months. Thus, regression
analyses revealed that at 10 months, task-related changes in HR
were associated with WM performance, although multivariate
analyses failed to reveal task-related changes in HR when perfor-
mance was not considered.

Although WM-related changes in psychophysiology accounted
for variance in 10-month WM performance, this percentage was
relatively low. Other factors such as temperament and attention,
which rely on similar neural circuitry, may contribute to individual
differences in WM performance. For instance, Wolfe and Bell
(2007) found that temperament was related to 8-month WM per-
formance and that temperament and language were related to
4.5-year WM performance. Thus, future research should examine
the contribution of additional constructs to WM performance.

In the present study, multivariate analyses provided evidence of
localized task-related changes in EEG coherence by 10 months and
regression analyses provided evidence that increased localization
of baseline-to-task changes in EEG power is related to individual
differences in 10-month WM performance. WM-related changes in
EEG coherence, however, did not account for unique variability in
10-month WM performance. During childhood, development of
WM capacity is related to frontal myelination (Nagy et al., 2004).
Future research is necessary to determine whether different pat-
terns of brain–behavior relations emerge after extensive myelina-
tion of frontal axons.

Conclusion

At 5 and 10 months, infants exhibited task-related changes in
EEG during WM processing. These data provide initial evidence
of increasing localization of WM processing during the first year.
However, task-related changes in EEG power and HR accounted
for variability in WM performance at 10 but not 5 months. We
interpret these findings to represent the increased role of the frontal
lobe in WM processing during the first year.

We acknowledge, however, that although tasks are typically
associated with specific cognitive processes, tasks are rarely pro-
cess pure. Inevitably, other processes (i.e., attention and inhibition
for the A-not-B task; Bell & Adams, 1999) are also recruited
during task performance. The administration of a variety of WM
tasks would permit the extraction of a latent variable that repre-
sents WM processes from other processes. Currently, infant WM is
primarily measured via variants of the A-not-B and DR tasks, and
additional measures of WM are essential to a multitask approach.
The findings of the present study can be used to guide the partic-
ular psychophysiological measures, infant population, and task
parameters used in future single- and multitask analyses of WM.
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